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T R A V E L  M A R K E T I N G  &  M E D I A

W O R K B O O K
Inside of this booklet you'll find all of the worksheets,

needed to work through the modules for 
Travel Marketing Revolution.



MODULE 4

COPYWRITING THAT CONVERTS



SANDRA'S CORE MESSAGE

WHO + WHAT
 
 
 

I help travel advisors get a consistent stream of new
clients.

 
 

This tells us that Sandra works with travel advisors (her ideal
client). Her core message would immediately make them feel

like they are in the right place. Anyone who is not a travel
advisor would most likely (and hopefully) leave.

 
The core message also tells us that Sandra only focuses on
one area - if travel advisors don't need help with that area,

they would most likely also leave.
 
 



OTHER EXAMPLES

WHO + WHAT
 
 
 
 

I help seasoned travelers find, plan and book new and
unique destinations and experiences to explore. 

 
 
 

I help busy families plan and book luxury cruise vacations
around the world.

 
 
 

I plan and book luxury getaways for couples who want a
relaxing vacation full of authentic experiences.



Overwhelmed
Tired and overworked
Busy
Frustrated
Time-poor
Unsure

HOW DOES THE VILLAIN MAKE
YOUR IDEAL CLIENT FEEL?

Example:

They don't have time
Too many choices of resort/ship
Too complicated
Nervous or inexperienced
Fear of messing it up
Previous experience wasn't great

WHAT PROBLEMS ARISE BECAUSE
OF THE VILLAIN?

Example: 
 

Groups of family and friends 
Business owners
Couples (engaged)
Solo travelers
Families (with small
children/teenagers)
Food obsessed travelers

WHO ARE YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS?

Example:

Ads in their news feed on social
media
TV Commercials telling them to
book online
Big online booking websites
encouraging DIY
Friends and family who DIY

WHAT MAKES THEM THINK THEY
CAN DO IT ON THEIR OWN?

Example:

CHARACTER

INTERNAL FEAR

VILLAIN

EXTERNAL FEAR

PREPARATION PART 1



PREPARATION PART 2

15-minute quick hello call
Start the planning process
Research & Itinerary Creation
Review & Confirm

WHAT ARE THE 3-4 STEPS TO
WORKING WITH YOU?

Example:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Schedule a call
Request a callback
Book online now

Join the Facebook group
Download the XYZ
Take the quiz

ONE STRONG + ONE SOFTER CALL
TO ACTION

Example: 
 

vs

THE PLAN CALLS TO ACTION

Relief - weight lifted off their
shoulders knowing will planning
expectations will be met or
exceeded.
Excited - finally get to go somewhere.
Confident - they know you'll be
available to help them if they need it.

HOW DOES YOUR IDEAL CLIENT
FEEL AFTER WORKING WITH YOU?

Example:

Overspending
Missed flights
Terrible accommodation
Wasted time
Missed experiences
Start the vacation on a stressful
note

WHAT SITUATIONS DID THEY AVOID
BY WORKING WITH YOU?

Example: 
 

ENDS IN SUCCESS AVOIDS FAILURE



PREPARATION PART 3

From confused and concerned to packed and in flight mode
From overwhelmed with too many options to confident and excited by your choices

FROM THIS TO THAT

Example:

CHARACTER TRANSFORMATION



INTRODUCING THE TMM FRAMEWORK

Jump on a quick 15-minute call to say hello
Schedule your 60-90 minute planning meeting with us
We'll research and design your itinerary
While we prepare your travel docs, you get can start packing

At <insert business name>, we know that want <insert what the character
wants>

 
To have that, you need a professionally planned vacation.

 
The problem is that while you love taking vacations and exploring the world, you

do not have the planning skills, experience, or travel industry connections to
make it easy. 

 
Trying to DIY your travel plans leaves you feeling <insert internal problem>. It's

not your fault. The <insert villian> is to blame.
 

You deserve to have a vacation that makes you feel <insert ends in success>.
 

<insert empathy> eg. I understand/know what it feels like to... which is why I
work with travelers just like you.

 
<insert authority>

 
Here's how you can get started today: <insert steps>.

 
1.
2.
3.
4.

 
It's time to go from <character transformation>.

 
 



AND HERE'S ONE I PREPARED EARLIER

At McLemore Travel, we know that you want a vacation that works for your
family, is on budget, is 100% organized, and will give you the rest and relaxation

you need.
 

To have that, you need a professionally planned vacation.
 

The problem is that while you love taking vacations and exploring the world, you
do not have the planning skills, experience, or travel industry connections to

make it easy. 
 

Trying to DIY your travel plans leaves you feeling frustrated at all the options
and doubting your choices. It's not your fault. The internet and its billions of

pages are to blame.
 

You deserve to have a vacation that fills you will joy and relaxes you from the
inside out.

 
Before I was a professional travel advisor, I was just like you. I understand/know

what it feels like to earn those vacations and then panic and feel turned off at
the planning. It feels like a full-time job in itself, which is why I now work with

travelers just like you.
 

I have been a travel advisor for over 2 decades. I have sent thousands of
travelers on vacations that changed their lives. I have 100% five star reviews on

Google. 
I am also an accredited member of the American Society for Travel Advisors.

 
Here's how you can get started today: <insert steps>.

 
It's time to go from overworked and overwhelmed to suitcase packed and flight

mode ready!
 
 




